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요 약. HF 9=5—7) 및 DF (0=9—12)의 HF (0=0) 및 DF (疗=0)에 의한 전체 진동완화 속 

도 상수 知日 t 을진동-진동 (V-卩) 및 진동-회전, 병진 (JR7) 두 반응경로를 모두 다 고려중卜 

여 단순한 충돌모형과 반고전적 계산방법 을 써서 계산하였다. 계산된 속도상수들은 실험값 및 다른 

이론들로부터 계산한 값들과 비교적 잘 맞았고, 온도 및 양자수 丄가 커짐에 따라 증가하였다. 또한 

높은 진동 준위로 들뜬 HF 및 DF의 진동완화과정은 저온에서는 거의 다 V—R,T경로로 일어나 

며 온도가 올라감에 따라 卩경로의 중요성이 커짐을 보였다.

ABSTRACT. The total vibrational deexcitation rate constants 知"」i of HF (0=5—7)by HF(0= 

0) and DF (0=9—12) by DF (0=0) in시uding both the vibration to vibration (V—^V) and vibra

tion to rotation and translation (卩一》&, T) energy transfer channels have been calculated semiclas- 

sically usin흥 a simplified collision model. The calculated results are in reasonably good agreement 

with those obtained by experimental and other theoretical studies. The rate constants increase with 

increasing temperature and also with increasing v. They also show that the relaxation of the highly 

excited HF and DF occurs predominantly via the K—>R, T path at low temperature. The effecti

veness of the V^V path, however, increases as the temperature is raised.

1. INTRODUCTION

The relaxation of vibrationally excited hy

drogen fluoride molecules, both HF and DF, 

continues to be of interest due to the important 

role played by these molecules in chemical 

lasers and theoretical understanding of the 

fundamental, microscopic kinetic processes.1

Recently, the emphasis in this field of study 

has been shifted to the vibrational deexcitation 

mechanism of the highly excited species. 2~13 In 

the vibrational relaxation of the excited HF and 

DF, there are two competing reaction channels.

One is the relaxation through the vibration 

to vibration (V—> V) energy transfer processes:

HF (初 +HF(0) =HF(D +HF ⑴

⑴

DF(0) +DF(0) =DF(D +DF(1) +/E 叮

(2)

The other is relaxation through the vibration 

to rotation and translation (卩一况 T) energy 
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transfer processes：

HF (v) +HF (0) = HF (打—1) + HF (0) + JE VR

(3) 

DF(”) +DF(0) =DF(D +DF(0) +如似

(4)

In the V-^V processes (Eqs. 1 and 2) only 

the energy mismatch JEy^, that is, the small 

vibrational energy difference between the dee

xcited and excited molecule is transferred to 

the rotational and/or translational motion of 

the collision system. On the other hand, in the 

V~^R, T processes (Eqs. 3 and 4), one whole 

vibrational quantum is transferred to the 

rotational and/or translational motion of the 

quencher molecule.

The experimental results show that the one- 

quantum vibrational deexcitation rate constants 

kv)v-i display surprisingly strong quantum num

ber (v) dependence and become very large for 

high v and that the relaxation mechanism pro

ceeds predominantly via V^R, T process rather 

than via V~> V process.2

These results are rather surprising since, for 

the vibrational relaxation of low-lying exci

ted states, it is generally recognized that the V 

—>V path is much more preferred to the 

R, T path. For example, for v—2, the V^V 

fraction (fyv) obtained by laser double reso

nance technique14 and fast flow infrared chemi- 

luminiscence experiment4 is 0.6~0.8 and 0.55, 

respectively. Sophisticated trajectory calculations 

predict it to be between 0.58 and 0.94X1~13 and 

the scaling theory also predicts its value as 

0.65.15 Previously, Shin and Kim16 reported 

the temperature dependence of the deexcita

tion rates of HF for v=2 to 5 and Shin17 

reported that of DF for v=2 to 5 considering 

only the V—> V energy transfer channel. In this 

work, we extend this model to the higher 

vibrational states of HF (0=5 to 7) and DF 
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(0=9 to 12) and include- the V—>7?, T relaxa

tion processes too in the calculation of the total 

deexcitation rate constants 如,心

2. COLLISION MODEL AND ENERGY 
TRANSFER PROBABILITY

2-1. V~^ V Energy Transfer
Shin and Kim proposed two possible me- 

사lanisms for the V—> V energy transfer pro

cesses； one is through the formation of dimers, 

at low temperatures in which the small energy 

mismatch is transferred to 사le back-and-forth 

translational motion of the collision system, 

and the other is that in which this energy is； 

transferred to the rotational motion of the col

liding system.招 The former, the so-called 

dimer formation mechanism, is valid only at 

lower temperatures. Furthermore, its contribu

tion to the total V—^V energy transfer process- 

rapi치y decreases as v becomes larger.16,17 Since 

we are interested both in the relatively high 

temperature range from 300 to 2000 K and in 

the higher vibrational states, we ignore this 

mechanism and consider only the latter mechani

sm and hereafter designate it as V~^ V process.

The collision model and derivation of the 

energy transfer probability for this V—> V pro

cess are given elsewhere,16,18 so we quote the 

final equation for vibrational relaxation pro* 

bability of HF as follows：

■£吁二匕1(7、)=4〈刀一1二1| (ai++«i) (a2++a2) 0>2.

[1 —2KC1—K)(l+Y斜+硏聋沖

\一疝一/ (1+a)4[1- 2(l+a)JErr

(齬)書5一嗚+瞄3就

itkT 丁 3泌成

AEyv 
(5)

where
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,_ cosh @) + cosh (Qi)________ 1_
"一 sinh (Q2) + (Q2/Q1) sinhCQJ Q2

Ql,2 = qH,F히% Qh,F = 次反 f/彻HF,

r _ cosh(Q2/2) +cosh(Qi/2)—(2/Q2) [sinh(Q2/2) + (Q2/Qi)sinh(Qi/2)]

如— 成구®才+(Q2/Qi)sinh(0)]5

tt=：WL1+WJ
K=t  隼 kT[ (叩q흐,

t* = n (〃2E*) V2ao[i — 을 (d/e*) 1/ 2g] 

句=皇靜으' 砂*-(쯔)(诳)

如)1/2(，跖자") 끼a+此 展 T/3, 

and

一 아/2[。厂§나】(。2/2) +。「瑚나】(。1/2)] 
菖一 [0厂녕赫(02)+Qr1sinh(Q1)]1/2

Here, a+ and a are phonon creation and anni

hilation operators, respectively,19 o) the funda

mental vibrational frequency, D the attractive 

energy between the two rotating HF molecules, 

a the potential range parameter, M the reduced 

mass of the molecule, the mass of the 

hydrogen atom, « the reduced mass of the 

collision system, and d the internuclear distance 

of the molecule.

2-2. V-^R, T Energy Transfer
The probability of vibrational deexcitation 

for t?—1—>0 process through the V~^Rt T energy

transfer mechanism in which one whole vibra

tional quantum of energy is transferred to the 

rotational and translational motion of the 

quencher is given elsewhere.20,21 Modifying this 

probability equation to take the relaxation of 

high vibrational states into account, one obtains

P^Y(T) = 9—L| (a++a) I〃〉2

Cfvr(T) (4砰3) 1/2(〃仃)"2.

exp「一亥+으萱以T竺+旦夏으+竺쬐
PL kT kT 3n2kT^ 2kTl

(6) 

where

c=温』%牙끄)2儘)%抑

. 口■一 (魚히2d) cothGd/Zz)〕
* 口一 (如d/a)coth (0M/d)]

(8Pd\^2 h \2

\ la ) (1+a) AEvr J

fvr(T) = [1 —2(K/A) + 2 (KJ A)2] / A, which 

represents the effect of translational motion,

仃2
厶=1 一-诚「(1 + a) 2 (刀次/“)，

，一 ( Q ) 前나負如引如)
，\ qpd } sinh (q^d/a)

andh 陽%+如毗誓쁴r
2-3. Vibrational Relaxation Rate Constants
Once the energy exchange probabilities are 

known, the rate constants can be obtained from 

the gas kinetics as follows,

R=ZP(T)

=4.74X1O10 厂 2(7/)t/2尸(T) (7)

where Z is the collision number, r the collision 

diameter in A, and p. the reduced mass of the 

collision system expressed in atomic mass unit. 

The resulting rate constants in Eq. (7) are 

expressed in cm3mole-1sec-1. P(T) is the 

sum of V~^ V and VfR, T transition pro

babilities.

3. CALCULATION

Even though the collision trajectory used in 

this work has been obtained classically, the 

diatomic molecules HF and DF are treated 

quantum mechanically. Furthermore, since we 

are dealing with the high vibrational states, 

the anharmonicity effect must be taken into 

account in calculating the matrix elements and 

energy differences. According to the first order 

perturbation theory, the vibrational wave func
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tion of a나larmonic oscillator with potential 

energy V(x) = Ma)2^2/2+can be given as22.

如=1如+・商芬｛[(刀+1) (v+2) 9+3)]i/2如+3 

+9(刀+1) 3/Vr+i ~9r3/Vt>-i

—[曲食一 1) (0—2) 了 /勺妃胡 (7)

where x is the vibrational amplitude, 4如's are 

harmonic oscillator wave functions and B is the 

constant given as (h/Ma))3/2.

The anharmonicity constant 8 can be obtained 

from the expansion of the experimental Morse 

potential,卩"(h)=以□.一 exp (-M)] 2 and is 

found to be The parameters apart from

the atomic masses and the universal constants 

used in the calculation are as follows： 

以=0.917A, 24 Z)=400K, 25 D，=141kcal/mol, b= 

2.232A-1, x-27 <u(HF) =4138.52cm-1 and <w(DF) 

=2998.25cm'1. 24,28 The energy difference for 

both the V-^V and V—>R, T relaxation pro

cesses are given in Table 1. The collision 

diameter r is assumed to be as 2.79A.29 The 

repulsive potential range parameter a varies from 

0.202A at 300K to 0.183A at 2000K23.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculated total vibrational relaxation 

rate constants 知in시uding both the V—> V 

and V—>R, T contributions for HF(z?=5—7) 

and DF (v=9 —12) are collected in Tables 2 and 

3, respectively along with other available ex

perimental and theoretical results at 300K. For 

HF, as can be seen from Table 2, our calculated 

rate constants agree reasonably well with those 

obtained from other studies. For DF, the agree

ment between the calculated values from this 

work and those obtained experimentally is good 

when v is small and poor when v is large. 

However, in view of the very wide scatter of 

the experimental data for HF, it may be too 

early to judge the validity of 나lis model with 

only one set of experimental data for DF.

Table 1- Amount of energy transferred

Process(u) Eyy(CmT) •跖(cmT)

5-싶

HF
-663* 3299

6- >5
7- 6

-819 3143
一 973 2989

9->8
DF

-684 2223
ld9 -764 2142

-845 2061
12->11 一 925 1981

*The minus sign signifies the endothermicity.

Table 2. Deexcitation Rate Constants* for HF (v= 
5—7) by HF at 300K

v~5 v~6 v=7 Ref.

Experiments 3.9 6
0.52 ±0. 30 7
9.1±0.5 9
9.0 士 0.6 코 0

3.5 6.1 3
2.8 3.1 2.6 8
8.4 18 27 3

Theory 1.9 30
2.5 3.1 코 2

L6±0.6 2.6±0.9 4. 9土 1.7 11
3.8 士 0.4 8.2 士 0.8 33 士 4 13

4.7 13 36 This work

*In 1013 cm3 mol-1 sec-1.

Table 3. Deexcitation Rate Constants* for DF (y = 
9-12) by DF at 300K

u=9 v=10 v=ll v—12 Ref.

Experiment 고 2 고 4 20 26 2
Theory 14 29 61 150 This work

*In 1013 cm3 mol-1 sec 너.

In Fig. 1 and 2, the temperature dependences 

of the calculated total vibrational rate constants 

of HF and DF are shown, respe간 ively. As is 

evident from both figures, the rate constants 

increase as the temperature goes higher. This 

is because the Ion흥 range attractive forces such

V이. 29, No. 6, 1985
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Fig. 1. Total Vibrational Deexcitation Rate Constants 
of HF(矽 by HF for v=5—7-

Table 4. Percent Contribution of Energy Trans
fer Channel to the Total Vibrational Relaxation of 
HF (0=5—7) by HF at 300K

9=5 v=6 疗=7 Ref.

Experiment l이) 〜0 4
Theory 8 2 0 11

8 4 ...* 12
11 2 0 13
0 15

79 … 30
19 6 2 This work

*Not given.

Table 5. Percent V-V Fraction for Vibrational 
Relaxation of HF (y = 5) by HF at Several Tem
peratures

300K 500K 700K 1000K 2000K Ref.

7.6 6.1 6.4 5.7 ...* Wilkins and Kwok12
8 27 39 Billing and Poulsen11

19 40 56 56 43 This work

*Not given.

Fig. 2. Total Vibrational Deexcitation Rate Constants 
of DF(v) by DF for v~9—12.

as hydrogen bond energy and dipole-dipole in* 

teraction terms are not included in the interac

tion potential between the two molecules. These 

orientation dependent long-range forces are not 

expected to play a significant role when the 

molecules undergo rapid rotational motion as in. 

this model.16

The rate constants also increaseas as v becomes 

larger. This trend is in agreement with most 

of the experimental results2)3 and also with 

other theoretical prediction.11112

Next we consider the relative importance of 

the two competing energy transfer channels, 

V—^V and 1况 T, in inducing vibrational 

relaxation. In Table 4 are listed the percent 

contributions of the V—> V channel to the total 

vibrational relaxation of HF at 300K. Our 

results are in good agreement with those from 

other theoretical studies except the very high 

value obtained from the information theory ann-
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lysis of clendening et aZ30 and they support the 

experimental finding that the relaxation of the 

hi흠her vibrational states occurs predominantly 

via V—>R, T path. For DF, V-^V channel 

fractions at 300K are 34, 18, 5 and 2% for v= 

9,10,11 and 12, respectively. Even though these 

values are larger for DF than for HF, the 

general characteristics are 놘le same. That is, 

in both molecules, V-^R, T process dominates 

over V process and this trend is more pro

nounced for larger v.

As the temperature is raised, however, the 

effectiveness of the V~^ V channel generally 

increases as shown in Table 5 for the case of 

HF (寸=5). The endothermic character and 

exothermic character of the V~-^ V and V~~^R, T 

processes 윰iven in Table 1 are represented as 

the last term in the exponent of Eq. 5 and 6, 

respectively. As the temperature becomes higher, 

these two terms also become smaller, thus 

resulting in increase of thetJ 卩 fraction. It is 

interesting to note that our results are qualita

tively in line with those of Billing and Poulsen11 

and contradict those of Wilkins and Kwok.12 

To decide which trend is right, a tempera

ture dependent experimental study is highly 

desirable.

In summary, the total relaxation rate cons

tants for the vibrational deexcitation of HF and 

DF including both the V—»V and 卩JR, T 

channels have been calculated. Even though 

the collision model used in this study is very 

simple, it can explain essential features of the 

vibrational relaxation of the highly excited 

hydrogen fluoride molecules.
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